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Goals & Objectives
Our Objectives

Empowering the local economy
We're dedicated to creating a vibrant
community where local businesses
support each other, driving mutual
growth and success.

Our list of participating businesses is
continuously expanding, offering you
more variety and value. Each partner is a
testament to our collective commitment
to strengthening the local economy.

Community Impact
Every transaction is a step towards a
stronger community. By choosing to
support local businesses, you're not just
saving money; you're investing in the
prosperity of your neighborhood.



Access to Our Members
Exclusive Benefits 

Proudly introducing the House of
Grit & Glory Membership. As a

member, enjoy an exclusive 10%
discount at a wide range of

participating local businesses. It's
our way of saying thank you for

being the backbone of our
community.

Join us in this movement of
collaboration and growth. Together,
we don't just do business; we build a

thriving community. Remember,
business is better when we work

together.



About 

Making Your Next Move Effortless and Secure! At Lift’N’Shift, we specialize in
transforming the often-stressful process of moving into a smooth, worry-free
experience. Whether you're relocating your home, office, or need specialized
transport for delicate instruments and antiques, our expert team is fully
equipped to handle it all. With our fleet of large Luton vans featuring tail lifts,
we're prepared for both heavy and light loads, ensuring safe transit of your
valuables over any distance. Our comprehensive services, from part load to
bulk transport, are tailored to your unique needs. We’re not just a moving
company; we're your reliable partner in making new beginnings feel like
home. Choose Lift’N’Shift for a move that's as seamless as it is secure!"

Lift N Shift

In Partnership with

Lift N Shift Haulage 

facebook.com/LiftNShiftLTD

https://www.facebook.com/LiftNShiftLTD


About 

Step into the world of JG MUA, where beauty and artistry meet. Led by the
talented Jade Glover, our independent makeup studio is dedicated to offering
women exceptional makeup services for any occasion. Whether you're
preparing for your dream wedding, gearing up for a glamorous night out, or
simply want to indulge in a professional makeup experience, JG MUA is here
to bring your vision to life. Our approach blends top-notch expertise with
affordable pricing, ensuring every client feels both pampered and valued. With
Jade Glover at the helm, expect nothing less than a personalized, professional
service that enhances your natural beauty and leaves you feeling confident
and radiant. Choose JG MUA for a makeup experience that's as unforgettable
as you are

JG MUA 

In Partnership with

JG MUA Beauty 

facebook.com/jgloverstylistandmua

https://www.facebook.com/jgloverstylistandmua


About 

Babydolls 

Baby dolls Fashion 

your go-to destination for the latest in women's fashion! As an independent
boutique, we pride ourselves on bringing you an exclusive selection of
affordable, trendy clothing that makes style accessible to everyone. Our
carefully curated collection features the best of contemporary fashion,
ensuring you always find something that speaks to your personal style.
Whether you're looking for the perfect outfit for a night out, casual wear for
everyday elegance, or statement pieces that set you apart, Babydolls is your
one-stop shop for fashion that empowers and inspires. Step into our world of
chic and discover fashion that's as unique and fabulous as you are 

facebook.com/babydollsfashion

In Partnership with

https://www.facebook.com/babydollsfashion


Discover Shelmerdine Fitness & Massage, your go-to destination in Leigh for
comprehensive fitness and massage services. Led by Rob Shelmerdine, an
experienced fitness professional and dedicated local firefighter, our mission is to
optimize your physical well-being.
Our Services

Sports Massage: Reduce soreness, aid recovery, and boost performance with
our expert sports massage therapy.
Personal Training: Benefit from Rob's personalized fitness plans designed to
meet your specific goals.
Injury Prevention and Management: Let us help you stay injury-free and
recover effectively.
Mobile Appointments: Enjoy the convenience of our services at your location.

About 

Shelmerdine Fitness &
Massage

Shelmerdine Fitness &
Massage

Health &
Fitness

facebook.com/rob.shelmerdine

In Partnership with

https://www.facebook.com/rob.shelmerdine


With 41 years of transforming homes, we understand that no two homes are alike, and
that's where we shine. No matter your property's style, we have the perfect solution to
elevate your design aspirations. Choose from our classically styled sculptured range or
our more contemporary chamfered range - both exude quality and elegance.
Our high-performance solutions cater to any application. Whether you seek a
sympathetic window replacement for your 18th-century farmhouse or a modern look
for your city-center apartment, we've got you covered. And when it comes to color, the
choice is yours – we'll bring your vision to life.
The Definitive Collection, quality is not just a promise; it's our unwavering philosophy.
Partner with us to turn your vision into reality, where no compromise is ever made. Your
decision, your choice – it's all about making your dream spaces come true.

About 

FairView Windows 

FairView Windows Home
Improvement

fairviewwindows.co.uk

In Partnership with

https://fairviewwindows.co.uk/


Powerbeck NutritionNutrition

In Partnership with

About 

POWERBECK NUTRITION

For 20 years and counting, we've been your trusted partner in achieving
greatness in the world of sports and fitness. As a beloved independent, family-
owned business, we've been supplying the local community with top-tier sports
and bodybuilding supplements that have fueled dreams, shattered limits, and
turned ambitions into achievements.
Founded on the principles of quality, trust, and unwavering commitment,
Powerbeck Nutrition has been the go-to destination for athletes and fitness
enthusiasts alike. We've earned our reputation as a trusted source of sports
nutrition, serving not only our cherished local community but also athletes across
the UK. Join us at Powerbeck Nutrition and embark on a journey of unparalleled
quality and unwavering commitment to your success. 

facebook.com/powerbeck.gym.1

https://www.facebook.com/babydollsfashion
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